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A History of the Analog Cathode Ray Oscilloscope

1. Introduction

The oldest measurement made was probably that of time. In earliest antiquity the sun dial was used to split the day into known increments but the best known early instrument capable of both night and day operation was the water clock used by the Greeks, Romans, Babylonians and Egyptians. This was a simple system consisting of a graduated measuring jar, in or out of which, water dripped at a pre determined rate. In the cathode ray oscilloscope of today the water jar has been replaced with an electrical "jar" or capacitor in or out of which, electric charge drips at a known rate. Hence our method of measurement remains essentially the same, although the time increments are now much smaller and the measurement accuracy has been significantly improved.

The Cathode Ray Oscilloscope is an electronic instrument used to measure waveforms in electric circuits. It employs a narrow beam of electrons focused onto a fluorescent screen, producing a luminous graph that shows the relationships between two or more voltages. Because almost any physical phenomenon can be converted into a corresponding electric voltage, the oscilloscope is a versatile tool and is used in all forms of physical investigation.

The central component in this device is the cathode ray tube, which consists of an evacuated glass container with a fluorescent screen at one end (similar to a television screen) and a focused electron gun and deflection system at the other. When the electron beam emerges from the electron gun, it passes through pairs of metal plates mounted in such a way that they deflect the beam horizontally and vertically to produce a luminous pattern on the screen. The screen image is a visual representation of the voltages applied to the deflector plates. Thus almost any graph can be be plotted on the screen by generating horizontal and vertical voltages proportional to the lengths, velocities or other quantities to be studied.

For the purpose of this article the Cathode Ray Oscilloscope will be described as an electronic instrument that displays changing electrical events (signals) as a function of time on the cathode ray tube (CRT) screen. The display is a graph, usually represented in Cartesian coordinates, with the horizontal (x axis) representing time and the vertical (y axis) the input voltage.

As with any definition there are difficulties; for instance oscilloscopes are sometimes used with a second signal, not time, on the x axis but time is used in the vast majority of applications. In addition, recent developments mean that we will have to leave out the term 'Cathode Ray' in the future in order to cover oscilloscopes that digitize the incoming signal and then provide an 'oscilloscope type' display on a device other than a cathode ray tube. For instance, a digitizing oscilloscope may use a liquid crystal flat panel display. This history covers the development of analog cathode ray oscilloscopes only and ends in 1980 by which time digitizing oscilloscopes were replacing analog types to a significant extent. It is probable that analog oscilloscopes will become obsolete by the end of the 20th century.

It could be argued that many of our modern electronic instruments originated as offshoots from the oscilloscope but that does not mean that they should be classified as a sub-set of oscilloscopes. Many of these instruments, such as Spectrum Analyzers, Logic Analyzers and Medical monitors will be mentioned when historically appropriate but their evolution will not be described.

In the engineering and scientific areas of electrical measurements the oscilloscope probably has more applications than any other single instrument. The history of the oscilloscope perhaps illustrates better than that of any other kind of instrument, the interdependence between progress in an industry and the improvements in the instruments used by that industry.
One indication of its popularity is in its sales volume. For instance, 1987 world sales of oscilloscopes were about $1.023B which easily exceeds that of the next ranking instrument type, the digital voltmeter, the sales of which were $467M for the same period.

The incredible progress in electronics which we have seen during this century could not have occurred if it were not for the simultaneous advances made in the capabilities of the oscilloscope. It is also apparent that the oscilloscope will remain extremely important to both engineers and scientists for a long time to come. However, the oscilloscope's pre-eminence is probably temporary and one can already see it losing ground to competitive types of product better suited to the rapidly expanding world of digital electronics.

2. Starting the History.

We have elected to divide the history into five periods;

1. **1800 to 1920.** Scientific curiosity. Development of the cathode ray tube. No serious applications and no commercial instruments.

2. **1920 to 1930.** The first complete oscilloscopes appear.

3. **1930 to 1945.** Oscilloscopes start to proliferate due to the development of TV, Radar, and other pulse technologies. Requirements are for greater bandwidth and some measurement accuracy. The oscilloscope comes of age.

4. **1945 to 1955.** Oscilloscopes become measuring instruments with great improvements in bandwidth, accuracy and ease of use. The foundation for the modern oscilloscope is laid.

5. **1955 to 1980.** Continued advances in performance. The rise of oscilloscopes designed for somewhat specialized applications. Semiconductors have a great effect on the design of 'scopes. Several offshoots occur and many useful accessories are developed.

Electro-mechanical oscillographs and cathode ray oscilloscopes were developed over much the same period of time. Both are used to measure electrical waveforms but the limitations inherent in the design of electro-mechanical oscillographs have considerably limited their use, and their history is not included here. An excellent reference on the history of electro-mechanical oscillographs is "Waveforms, A history of early Oscillography" [1.0]. In this book Dr. Phillips discusses in detail the construction and uses of mirror planes, contact methods, and moving coil and moving iron oscillographs.
Chapter 1. 1800-1920

The 1800-1920 period coincided with the building of high voltage transmission lines, the electrification of cities, development of the telephone network and the start of wireless telegraphy.

The cathode ray tube progressed from an interesting gas discharge phenomenon to a viable display tube. During this time, the Oscillograph, as the discharge tube became known, was used only by skilled engineers and experimenters having facilities capable of developing the necessary power supplies and sweep circuits. Detailed accounts of the development of the CRT during this period are contained in references [1.1] & [1.2]. During the first half of the nineteenth century the experimental work of Galvani and Volta, Oersted and Ampere, Ohm and Faraday, Lenz and Henry, Gauss, Joule and Maxwell had led to the development of batteries and generators and these were rapidly becoming available as convenient sources of electricity. Also the effects of an electric discharge in a rarefied gas were well known. For almost 200 years experiments had been performed to view the changing patterns of color and light observed in exhausted globes and tubes and by the latter half of the nineteenth century several investigators were concerned with the phenomena that resulted when a high voltage was applied to an evacuated glass tube containing two electrodes. The luminescence of the resulting gas discharge had become the subject of much research fig 1.1.

John Hittorf [1.3], had noted that the cathode was the source of the these "rays of glow" and that the rays diverged in all directions, travelled in straight lines and caused the glass to fluoresce when impacted by the rays.

Crookes [1.4] demonstrated that the path of the rays were affected by an electromagnet and that the deflection of the path was proportional to the strength of the magnet. By improving the vacuum in the discharge tube the luminance of the discharge was reduced and he was better able to study the path of the cathode rays. He proposed that these cathode rays were actually electrified gas molecules projected from the cathode with high velocities and that the luminance of the glass was caused by the impact of the molecules upon it. This luminance was dependant on the nature of the material that the gas molecules struck.

Goldstein [1.5], in 1886 was responsible for the term "Kathodoenstrahlen" or cathode rays and Perrin in 1895 [1.6] demonstrated that these cathode rays were negatively charged.

During this time the central generating stations were being built and providing electric power to cities. By the end of the nineteenth century the newer generators were supplying alternating current. Monitoring the AC output of the generators was difficult, particularly at the higher frequencies that were becoming of interest. Special types of alternator were being used at frequencies of 5 & 10 kHz and still higher frequencies were generated by the oscillatory circuits coming into use with the new art of wireless telegraphy.

In 1896 Ferdinand Braun was the first person to conceive of the possibility of using the discharge tube as a visual indicator of the oscillatory and transient phenomenon in electrical circuits. A cathode ray tube! He understood the design requirements for such a visual indicator. If the divergent rays from the cathode could be constricted to a narrow beam, and if a fluorescent target were placed at the end of the tube as a viewing surface, then the impact of the cathode rays would produce a spot of light on the target instead of a broad luminosity across the whole tube face. Because it is possible to deflect the rays with a magnetic field, the spot could then be made to oscillate in synchronism with the varying field and the motion of the spot would reflect changes in voltage or current.

Braun's tube is shown in fig 1.2. A flat disk cold cathode was the source of cathode rays and a wire in the side of the tube acted as the anode. The cathode ray beam then passed through a circular diaphragm with a small hole in its center, the hole being used to constrict the divergent cathode ray stream into a narrow
diameter beam. A fluorescent target consisting of a circle of mica coated with Willemite (zinc sulphide) on its inner surface was mounted at the end of the tube which contained air at low pressure. A spot of light was created at the point of impact of the cathode ray beam with the target.

In his original experiment reported in 1897, [1.7], a solenoid was placed perpendicular to the tube axis outside the neck of the tube and close to the diaphragm. Connecting the solenoid to the current being studied elongated the spot into a line. The required high voltage of about 50 kV needed to produce the discharge in the residual gas in the tube was provided by a hand cranked electrostatic voltage generator. To complete the two dimensional graph he used a rotating mirror in front of the screen to provide a deflection at right angles. The waveform of the electrical supply provided by the central Strasbourg power station (120 volts at 50 Hz) was revealed as a faint, flickering, sine wave.

Braun not only conceived the idea of using the discharge tube as a visual indicator, but he also introduced the cyclographic method of using the tube; providing a means of showing stationary patterns on the fluorescent screen by the simultaneous application of two right-angled deflections.

In that same year, J.J. Thomson in England & W. Kauffmann in Germany each independently using a tube [1.8] similar to the Braun tube, determined that cathode rays have mass. This marked the discovery of the electron and Thomson's experiments led to the calculation of the charge to mass ratio e/m; where e is the charge on the electron and m its mass.

The cathode ray beam was now known to consist of large quantities of electrons which are minute particles of negative charge, all travelling in essentially the same direction.

In J.J. Thomson's tube, fig 1.3, deflector plates were used for the first time to deflect the beam. Also the fluorescent screen was coated on the end of the bulb instead of being mounted on a plate fixed inside the tube. In Kaufmann's tube electrostatic deflection and electromagnetic focusing were used simultaneously.

In 1899 Zenneck simplified the Braun tube display by replacing the rotating mirror used to provide the time base. He developed an electrical horizontal scanning system that swept the electron beam across the screen at a uniform rate and then returned it to the extreme left at the end of every cycle, fig 1.4. He used an electric motor to drive a wheel with a wire fixed to its periphery. Two slip rings attached to the wire were connected via brushes to a battery, the entire arrangement resembling a modern rotary potentiometer. In this way a linear sawtooth current flowed in the solenoid and produced the linear scan as in the manner of to-day's instruments [1.9].

These early tubes were of simple structure, but because the cathode was unheated a potential of 50-100 kV was required to obtain sufficient emission. The non-constant high voltage caused unstable operation and the beam was unfocussed. Because a soft vacuum was used, ions, originating from the gas molecules that were struck by electrons, bombarded the cathode and significantly shortened its life to a few tens of hours.

Over the next few years there were a number of improvements to make the tube more convenient and reliable. Wehnelt made two vitally important discoveries, that a cathode emitted a greater number of electrons if heated, and that it emitted even more if the heated surface was coated with certain rare earth salts. In 1905 he introduced a hot cathode, fig 1.5, using a lime coated filament, a strong emitter of electrons which reduced the required discharge potential from 50-80 kV to 1-10 kV. It was even possible to operate with a potential below 1000 volts.

This was an outstanding development in that the use of a much lower voltage made the entire tube and equipment more portable and significantly increased the deflection sensitivity. However the short life of the Wehnelt cathode due to ionization, still restricted the use of the Cathode Ray Tube.
In 1911 Roschansky [1.10] used two pairs of deflector plates, for horizontal and vertical deflection, and mounted them inside the tube, bringing out side connections in the manner familiar to us to-day. He also used an electromagnet to focus the electron beam fig 1.6.

The Braun tube, as it had become known, suffered from low photographic sensitivity, very short cathode life and difficulty of cathode replacement. As permanent records were made using a camera it was necessary that rapid phenomena be repetitive to obtain enough exposure time.

In 1914, Dufour constructed what may be called the first high speed cathode ray tube [1.11]. He used a glass discharge tube into which the cathode and anode were sealed, fig 1.7, a glass deflection chamber onto which the discharge tube was fitted using a ground conical joint, and then a metal photographic chamber. Due to the use of a soft vacuum, as the beam passed between the deflector plates it ionized the residual gas, making the space between the deflectors conductive and impairing the accuracy of deflection. Dufour avoided this difficulty by fitting the deflection plates outside the vacuum tube.

The photographic plates were mounted in the photographic chamber inside the vacuum so that the beam impinged directly on to the sensitized surface, greatly increasing the recording efficiency. He also increased the accelerating voltage up to 60kV as compared to the 10kV more usual with the sealed Braun tube.

The inclusion of the photographic plate in the vacuum chamber required a means for inserting and removing the plates and for pumps to produce and maintain the vacuum. Also having continuous evacuation pumps permitted the oscillograph to be constructed of metal instead of glass, which had the advantage of complete electrostatic shielding and of enabling a more accurate and robust apparatus to be produced.

The Dufour tube was designed to investigate the transients occurring on power transmission lines due to lightning surges so it was always used in a single sweep mode and required a very high brightness. The cold cathode tube typically operated at 60-80 kV with a discharge current of about 1mA. The deflection sensitivities were of the order of 100 volts/cm. and it was capable of photographic writing speeds of 0.3 cm/μs.

For recording low frequencies he used film on a conventional revolving drum and photographic plates for high frequency transients. A major problem was fogging due to the film being hit by stray electrons while waiting for the transient to occur. Dufour significantly reduced this problem by only exciting the cathode during the time of recording.

A circuit [1.12] for achieving this due to the General Electric Co, is shown in fig 1.8. Capacitors C are charged through R to the peak rectifier voltage and the three electrode sphere gap XYZ set so the two gaps in series will not break down due to the voltage between X and Z. A fraction of the surge voltage between the transmission line and earth is applied between the electrode Y and earth. Depending somewhat on its polarity, Y will spark over to X or Z causing the other gap to break down effectively shorting X and Z. The two capacitors C are then in parallel with both R and the discharge tube so the beam will be initiated at twice the peak rectifier voltage and the time sweep will be started by charging Ct through Rt. A second divider B applies the surge voltage to the deflector plates via a coupling capacitor. The length of transmission line between A & B is chosen so that the arrival of the signal surge voltage is delayed until the discharge is steady and the sweep has achieved the correct velocity for starting the trace.

By 1922 Dufour had made improvements to his original tube. Using a harder vacuum and a pre-anode focus coil to reduce the beam width, he achieved a photographic writing speed in excess of 3000 cm/μs. See fig 1.9.
During these years, the horizontal time base scan was generated using waveforms of known shape, usually a sine wave for horizontal deflection. The patterns formed when two varying voltages are applied to the two sets of deflection plates are known as Lissajous' figures, and the type of pattern displayed allows for frequency comparison. The unknown waveform provided the vertical deflection and the sine wave the horizontal deflection. The required wave shape was then calculated from the displayed loop. In most instances the reference sine wave was derived from the power line supply but by using other frequencies the Lissajous loop method could be used to deduce the unknown waveform. References [1.13] and [2.4] provide detailed descriptions of the methods of displaying and interpreting Lissajous displays.

A sinusoidal timing wave produces a deflection proportional to $\sin(\omega t)$, and so is a non-linear function of time. However this disadvantage can be overcome by using the center portion of the wave (the part between “a” and “a” in fig 1.10) as the departure from linearity is only about 2.5%. Fleming [1.14] among others, used a very large scan such that during the time the spot was moving across the small screen it was virtually linear. This technique together with the Lissajous method were used almost exclusively by oscillograph users.
Until 1920 the use of the oscillograph was restricted due to the short life of the Wehnelt cathode, the difficulties of producing a well focused spot and centering the electron beam.

In 1922 Van der Bijl described the phenomenon of gas focusing of a slow electron beam and Johnson designed the first, practical low voltage, gas focused, long-life cathode ray tube, the Western Electric model 224, [2.1]. The use of gas focusing eliminated the need for a focusing electromagnet.

The operating principle of a gas focused tube is as follows: The tube is filled with a small quantity of inert gas and electrons are emitted from the cathode as a divergent stream. The electrons, which are fast moving particles, would continue to diverge but they impact the gas molecules. These are some thousands of times more massive and are designed to be sufficiently numerous to ensure that the electrons can travel only small distances before hitting a molecule. Upon impact an electron is ejected from the gas molecule which is therefore left with a positive charge. The overall result is that a column of positive ionization develops down the length of the beam and builds up a positive space charge within the beam. This will tend to neutralize the negative space charge due to the electrons and cause the beam to converge towards the center, the magnitude of the convergence depending on the degree of ionization. The conditions for focus will therefore involve the type of gas and gas pressure, and the electron velocity and tube length. If the amount of ionization can be controlled the degree of convergence or focus will be controlled and this was achieved by altering the rate of emission of electrons from the heated cathode. A variable resistance was inserted in the cathode heating circuit so that increasing the filament current increased the electron emission and the degree of positive ionization. The field around the beam therefore increased and the electrons were brought to a focus in a shorter distance.

An operating voltage of 300 volts was the design parameter, and a thermionic filament cathode was used. Because there is some ionization of the gas in the cathode to anode path and the filament exposure to the ion bombardment would reduce the life severely, the filament was wound in the form of a helix and mounted coaxially with the anode and the perforation in the anode disc. In this way it was out of the direct path of the ions and the filament life was extended to around 200-300 hundred hours, orders of magnitude better than the Braun tube. The electron gun and the complete tube are shown in fig 2.1

The design concept was very simple, in that the filament, anode, and two pairs of deflecting plates were carried on a simple mounting at one end of the tube and a phosphorescent screen formed the other end. Gas focusing produced a well shaped spot and the entire cathode ray tube was constructed and sealed at the factory and sold as a complete unit. However when the cathode was worn out a new tube had to be purchased.

A simplified version of the Dufour tube was first proposed by J.J.Thomson and developed to a commercial form in 1923 by Wood [2.2]. It used a heated filament with a cathode to anode potential of 3000 volts and a hard vacuum. Since there is no gas for the electron beam to ionize as it passes through the deflection system, the deflector plates were mounted inside the tube, fixed in position and connected by terminals to the outside. Fig 2.2 shows the construction and sample of a tube. With this design, the photographic speed was still very high and the serviceability excellent, in that a burnt out or defective filament could be unscrewed from the filament holder and a new one fitted very quickly. After deflection the beam impacted the door of the photographic chamber. This was coated on one side with a phosphorescent material and viewed through a window in front of the tube body. When a photographic record was required the door was rotated out of the way and the photographic plate exposed. It was possible to produce the desired vacuum from atmospheric pressure in about 15 minutes so the entire unit was very adaptable.
By the early 1920s the user had available three different types of cathode ray tube: the high voltage Dufour tube, the "medium" voltage Wood tube and the low voltage Johnson design. From the point of view of low cost, convenience and ease of use, the Western Electric tube was the obvious choice but for single sweep recording the other two were needed.

Time Bases

As previously described, the first linear time base sweep was a mechanical system used by Zenneck in 1899. In 1920, Rogowski [2.3] devised an electrical method. He used a constant current to charge and discharge a capacitor. Two opposed diodes working in their saturation region provided the constant current and this produced a triangular waveform. The supply potential was required to be very much higher than the diode saturation voltage and to make the retrace time faster than the forward sweep he used unequal heating of the two diode filaments. By making the discharge diode work at a higher current the discharge time was faster as shown in fig 2.3.

In 1924 Kipping [2.4] used a neon filled glow discharge lamp to charge and discharge a capacitor. The voltage difference between the striking and extinction potentials of the discharge tube produced a large amplitude sawtooth voltage, and for many years the gas filled discharge tube was used in this manner to provide the timebase sweep.

One of the first circuits to have a very wide range of sweep speeds was due to Watson-Watt in 1923 [2.5]. Called a "squegger" or "ticking grid oscillator", it consisted of an RF oscillator, with a frequency range of 2-5 MHz and having an R-C time constant in the grid circuit shown in fig 2.4. The duration of the burst oscillation constituted the charging period for the capacitor. This is very much less than the long discharge time constant CR which constituted the sweep period. Replacing the resistor with a diode operating at constant current improved the linearity and the circuit had a range of linear sweeps from 1Hz to 50kHz.

A very complete description of the development of time base circuits from this time until the end of 1945 is given by O.S. Puckle [2.6].

Because the cathode ray tube was inertialess and hence superior to other measurement devices, the oscillograph, as it was then known, was used by specialists such as engineers engaged in electrical power and telephone systems. Considerable skill was required to use them, their operating life was short and laboratory facilities were usually required to provide the necessary ancillary equipment.

The first description known to the authors of what could be called a typical modern oscilloscope was described by Bedell & Reich in 1927, ref [2.7]. Manufactured by the H.C. Burt Co. this first ever commercial product, fig 2.5, had a number of features not previously described in the literature. As stated by its designers, "it was intended to show variations in a number of quantities at the same time and also to display them as curves, with time as the abscissa using rectangular coordinates in the manner in which everyone is familiar".

As it was primarily intended for visual observation it was given the name "Oscilloscope" and this was the first time that this designation had been used.

The oscilloscope used the low voltage Western Electric tube designed by Johnson and had a motor driven four way distributor to which four input signals were connected. The distributor is shown in fig 2.6. A brush B, bears on a continuous slip ring to which are connected staggered quadrants. Each of the four remaining brushes comes in contact, in turn, with one of the quadrants. The output terminals Yo & Y are connected to the oscilloscope deflector plates via an optional amplifier.
Terminals Y1-Y4 are connected to the circuits under test and a zero line is obtained by shorting Yo to one of the input terminals. The traces can be displaced from one another by connecting a battery in series with the signal and the common terminal Yo.

The timebase consisted of a capacitor charged via a vacuum tube operated in the constant current mode and discharged by a neon tube. Synchronization of the oscillating timebase circuit was achieved by introducing a small amount of the signal under observation and Fig 2.7 shows the resulting stabilized display.

About this time engineers had begun to realize that to properly characterize their equipment they could not just use steady state operation but had to observe transient response as well.

Also by about 1930 electronic television systems were being discussed as experimenters turned from mechanical to electronic scanning. The problems associated with synchronizing and scanning circuits made a good oscilloscope a necessity. The signals needing to be studied were transient in nature, occurring at frequencies of a few kilo-Hertz so ruling out all mechanical instruments. As the Oscilloscopes currently in existence were too bulky, too dim or too insensitive to be useful, television engineers were forced to develop their own instrumentation with which to develop the new television technology.

So for the next few years oscilloscope development closely followed the development needs of high quality Television.

An interesting reported statistic was that in 1930, Bell Labs had over 100 mechanical oscillographs in use.

Chapter 3  1930-1945

By 1930 there were several different models of oscilloscopes in use. However they all used the low voltage (300 volt), gas focused tube with a simple synchronous timebase and very little in the way of vertical amplification. What there was consisted of a single A.C. coupled amplifier that could be cascaded with another into two stages of amplification.

The first big change came with a cathode ray tube design by Von Ardenne [3.1] that operated over a voltage range from 300 to 3500 volts and provided a tremendous increase in trace intensity. To achieve sufficient brightness the entire beam was required to pass through the anode aperture and this was achieved by focusing the beam electrostatically. He made the Wehnelt cylinder surround the cathode and be co-axial with the path of the beam down the tube, fig 3.1. By operating the cylinder at a sufficiently negative potential with respect to the cathode and by careful design of the cathode itself, the lines of force focused the beam sufficiently well so that nearly all the electrons passed through the 2mm aperture in the anode disc. A higher vacuum was used and traces of inert gas introduced to just provide the fine focus at the screen in the manner previously described. This method of using the Wehnelt cylinder or grid as it later became known, (actually a misnomer as it is not in fact a grid), had two major advantages, first it provided a convenient focusing control and second it reduced the disastrous ionic bombardment of the filament that was responsible for the short cathode life. The CRT operated satisfactorily at any voltage from 300 to 3500, and the steepness of the luminosity/electron velocity characteristic of most fluorescent screens over this range of voltage made possible daylight viewing of the screen and external photography at substantial recording speeds. The increase in accelerating voltage from 300 to 2000 volts (the usual operating condition) provided a nearly fifty fold improvement in intensity at the expense of a seven times reduction in deflection sensitivity. However, there were four major disadvantages to gas focused tubes:

1- Restricted cathode life due to the positive ion bombardment. Even the Von Ardenne tube had an effective life of only 1000 hours with 1kV on the anode.
2- The focusing ability decreased with increasing frequency of deflection voltage. When the beam is moving rapidly and constantly changing its position in the gas, the ion density decreases resulting in a partial failure of the focusing mechanism.

3- Origin distortion. An effect due to the formation of a space charge between the deflector plates due to the ionization of the gas by the electron beam. This resulted in a non-linear deflection with low deflection voltages. Above about 8 volts the effect is negligible as the space charge is swept away. The effect of origin distortion also increased as the deflection voltage frequency increased.

4- The focus varied with beam current since current affects the ion density. This was a vital defect as far as the proposed new television systems were concerned as there was then no means of modulating the beam intensity (for brightness variations), without affecting the focus.

For these reasons the gas focused tube needed to be replaced by a high vacuum tube.

In 1926 Busch [3.2] had shown that an electron beam could be focused by an electrostatic field in a manner analogous to a beam of light by an optical lens. One of the earliest investigations into the design of such electron lenses was by George, [3.3].

It then became necessary to resolve the conflicting requirements of sensitivity, which calls for a deflection system near the cathode, and a small spot size, which requires the focusing lens to be near the screen. It was decided to locate the focusing lens on the cathode side of the deflection plates where the beam is stationary.

In the high vacuum electrostatically focused tube see fig 3.2, there are two lenses, an object lens and final lens. The object lens is formed by the potential gradients between the first anode (nearest the cathode), and the grid and cathode and this creates a virtual image of the cathode. The final lens, which brings the resultant beam to a focus at the screen, is formed by the potential gradients between the various anodes. One of the anodes, generally the second, is the focusing electrode and has a variable potential for the purpose of determining the point at which focus occurs. The entire system for forming the electrons into a beam and bringing them to a focus at the screen is known as an electro-optical lens system, or an electron gun.

With the advent of this type of cathode ray tube, life was extended to several thousand hours, the same as that of a vacuum tube. There was little limitation to high frequency performance, all the problems of the gas focused tube disappeared, no esoteric skills were required to use the CRT, and tube manufacture was comparatively inexpensive. However gas focused tubes remained the norm until about 1934-35 when electrostatic focus tubes started to become available, and then they quickly became the standard.

Now that it was possible to intensity modulate the CRT, others became interested in the possibility of broadcast television becoming a reality.

Until the early 1930s the major producers of CRTs for oscilloscopes were Western Electric in the U.S., Standard Telephones & Cables and Cossor in England who all produced the Johnson tube and AEG in Germany who made the Von Ardenne design. However, several newcomers to CRT manufacture appeared on the scene about this time and while their intent was to be in a position to supply the new television industry when it arrived, until it actually came into existence, the only market for their tubes was to the rapidly growing oscilloscope market.

In the United States, Allen B. Dumont was the commercial development pioneer. In 1931 he formed the Dumont Laboratories to design and produce CRTs and the following year introduced his first oscilloscope. This was a two part unit, one housing the CRT and an electronics cabinet that housed the focus controls, power supplies and sweep circuit.
In 1933 he introduced a single unit oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 20Hz-20kHz. In 1934 the model 137 was introduced and this was clearly what we would today understand as an oscilloscope. An engraved graticule was provided for measurement indication and there was a handle on the top for easy carrying.

In the following year Dumont introduced an electronic switch to permit the simultaneous observation of two signals. This was sold as a separate box containing two amplifiers, a switching tube, positioning controls and the power supply.

In 1936 the model 158 was the first Dumont oscilloscope to use a high vacuum CRT, and the vertical bandwidth covered 10Hz-100kHz. This was followed in rapid succession by the 168, 169, 175 and in 1940 the type 208 set a new high in performance, with a built in beam switch, regulated power supplies, a vertical amplifier response down to DC, symmetric deflection on both CRT axes eliminating the trapezium distortion caused by the previously used single ended deflection, and all in a package weighing only 54 lbs.

In 1935 RCA entered the field in the US with what was to become a range of products targeted at the growing field of service technicians. These instruments varied in size from a 1" to a 9" CRT display and from pure oscilloscopes to specialized instruments for visual alignment, vibrator testing, measurement of modulation distortion etc.

In England, A. C. Cossor who had made their first tube in 1903, became the market leader. In 1935 they offered a range of three products. Two used gas focused tubes, one instrument had a sine wave sweep and the other a linear timebase. However the third and most ambitious model had a claimed bandwidth of 6MHz, and the timebase could be set for continuous or single sweep operation with repetition frequencies from 2Hz-300kHz.

In 1936 the model 3223 had an amplifier response flat to within ± 1 dB from 5Hz-2.2 MHz with a claimed flat frequency/phase response. In the same year the model 3363 used a 12" television tube and the high voltage supply was switchable in steps up to 4kV. The following year Cossor introduced a double beam tube having two electron guns, two pairs of vertical deflector plates and common horizontal plates. As a separate unit but connected to the oscilloscope was an automatic brilliance control circuit which produced (over a limited range) a spot intensity proportional to the writing velocity.

In 1939 came the model 3339 which used a split beam cathode ray tube [3.5] and this oscilloscope became the general purpose instrument that was used in England throughout the war period. Fig 3.3 shows a diagrammatic sketch of the electrode system and the actual electrode structure. The focused beam passed through the A3 aperture, and, placed directly in front of the beam, was a thin piece of metal, the splitter plate. This divided the beam in half and acted as an electrostatic screen between the two vertical plates, so that a potential applied to Y1 plate only acted on one half of the screen. To avoid intercepting the beam, the entire assembly had to be made physically very small. The reduction in sensitivity due to using short plates was compensated for by making them close together. Since the screening between the beams is not perfect, some compensation was introduced. Two additional deflector plates in the form of wires were used, see fig 3.3, with y1 connected to Y1 and y2 to Y2. The positions of the wires were adjusted so that unwanted deflections were balanced out. This split beam construction was used by Cossor extensively after the war period and in later years other CRT manufacturers modified the layout to use push-pull deflection. The A3 anode then had two apertures, one for each pair of plates (four plates in all) with the splitter plate tied to A3 as an inter-plate screen.

In Europe, Phillips a large producer of CRTs and oscilloscopes was the dominant force producing their first oscilloscope, the GM 3150 in 1936, using a gas focused CRT, a Puckle timebase (see below), and a vertical bandwidth of 10Hz-500kHz. This was followed by models GM 3152, 3153, and 3155 using high vacuum
CRTs but essentially similar circuits. These instruments all had provision for mounting a camera to the CRT bezel in the manner used today.

There were of course many other manufacturers in countries around the world but these are the names that have endured even though some of them also are no longer in the oscilloscope business.

These early instruments used simple AC coupled vertical amplifiers with typical bandwidths from 10Hz-100kHz. The sweep generator consisted of a capacitor charged by a constant current from a pentode tube, and discharged through a thyratron or gas filled tube. A typical circuit is shown in fig 3.4. By using a switch to select one of a number of capacitors and varying the charging resistor, or in this case the screen grid of the charging tube, a reasonable variation of timebase frequency was possible. However the sweep length varied with velocity and the system was uncalibrated. Synchronization was effected by injecting the signal into the thyratron control grid and the great advantage of this circuit was the high amplitude of sweep produced due to the voltage difference between the striking and extinction potentials of the thyratron.

One of the most successful of the early timebases was due to Puckle [3.4]. It raised the maximum repetition frequency as compared to gas filled tubes, from about 40kHz to over 1MHz and reduced the variations in amplitude that occurred with changing repetition rate. The circuit is shown in fig 3.5 and was used in various forms for many years, primarily in European oscilloscopes.

C1 is the capacitor across which the sawtooth is generated, V1 acts as the constant current device and V2 the discharge tube. C1 charges at a constant rate through V1, the charge time being determined by VR1 the velocity control. As the potential across C1 rises it takes the cathode of V2 with it until V2 starts to conduct and starts the discharge. The falling V2 anode voltage cuts off V3 current causing V2 grid to rise and assist the discharge. Synchronization is effected by applying a small synchronizing signal to V3 control grid. The circuit was modified for triggered operation by adding another tube which together with V3 formed a multivibrator having one stable state.

Voltage calibration was effected by substituting the input signal with a signal of known amplitude, usually provided by a separate calibration box although sometimes a calibration signal was part of the oscilloscope. It was usually derived from the power line transformer and in European instruments was a sine wave while in American products the sine wave was converted to a square wave by limiting its amplitude with two diodes.

Time measurement, when used, was by using timing pulses from an oscillator. Typically a pentode was used, the oscillatory circuit connected between screen and control grids and the anode coupled back to the tuned circuit by a small capacitor. A negative pulse from the timebase applied to the suppressor grid cut off the anode current and allowed the circuit to oscillate, the screen & control grids acting as a triode. Removal of the gating pulse allowed anode current to flow stopping the oscillation. Thus a locked timing wave of nearly constant amplitude was produced during the sweep period.

In any discussion of the history of oscilloscopes the name of Alan Blumlein is of major importance. In the early 1930s he was Chief Engineer at Electrical & Musical Industries, (EMI). About 1934 they were contracted to design and develop a high definition electronic television system for the BBC and the 405 line TV system was the result. The evolution of the TV waveform resulted in the picture information and synchronizing pulses being interwoven into one signal on a single carrier frequency. To examine this signal required an oscilloscope capable of at least 3MHz bandwidth, a DC coupled vertical amplifier and precise voltage and time measurement capability. This was a major design project in itself, let alone being merely incidental to the design of the TV system. During the next two years the television system was designed and implemented with on-air transmissions starting in 1936.
To produce the required test oscilloscope, Blumlein invented the long-tailed pair, [3.6], initially to use its inherent common-mode rejection capability to reduce electrostatic and magnetic pick up from the poorly shielded cables strung around the studio floor. He then incorporated into the circuit a slide back method of accurate voltage and time measurement, [3.7]. The signal was applied to one input of the long tailed pair and a calibrated DC potential applied to the other input terminal. With this technique the CRT was used as a null indicator, the deflection produced by the input signal being backed off to the screen center by a calibrated or metered D.C. shift potential. As the beam was in the undeflected condition there was no deflection distortion or similar error and the measurement became independent of deflection sensitivity. Also signals of large amplitude which would otherwise be deflected off the screen could be measured.

Another similar long tailed pair was used as the horizontal deflection amplifier with the sweep generator connected to one input and a similar slide back shift voltage to the other input. The DC meter was now calibrated in time increments to align with the sweep speeds.

Of course the measurement accuracy was limited in the vertical direction to the flatness of the amplitude/frequency response and in the horizontal direction by the sweep linearity.

To achieve the linear sweep he later invented the Miller Integrator sweep generator, [3.8]. By artificially increasing the Miller capacitance between anode & grid in a vacuum tube having a high stage gain, he ensured a high degree of negative feedback. This maintained the charging current constant, improved the sweep linearity and also provided a low output impedance.

A complete description of this laboratory oscilloscope redesigned to provide the degree of portability and ruggedness required for wartime service in the British navy is contained in [3.10].

W.S. Percival, a member of the design team, patented the distributed amplifier, [3.9] which was used in the TV video equipment at the time but not in this particular oscilloscope.

All of these circuits have since become standard oscilloscope building blocks and are still in use in various formats in today’s instruments.
CHAPTER 4  1945-1955

As in electronics in general, the leadership in oscilloscopes passed from Europe, and Britain in particular, to the USA in the decade following the end of the World War II. This period was coincident with the start of a rapidly growing electronics industry concentrated in the areas of TV, communications, radar and defense. Later, the advent of the transistor added impetus to many existing industries and resulted in rapid growth in the then new computer industry.

During this period the oscilloscope became the single most valuable instrument for applications in the field of electronics and, in addition, was seeing increased use in other areas such as scientific research and college education. This position was reached only by the incorporation of sweeping improvements into all aspects of oscilloscope design which resulted in it becoming a true measuring instrument with all its major characteristics specified.

By the end of WW11 some of the advances in wartime electronics had begun to be incorporated in the design of oscilloscopes. As is typical in a time of rapid change, no one instrument incorporated all the improvements being made. What follows is a summary of the state of the design of the major sub-sections of commercially available laboratory-grade oscilloscopes at this time.

Most VERTICAL AMPLIFIERS were not direct coupled and were of modest bandwidth. Maximum bandwidths were typically in the 1-5 MHz region, barely enough for TV video, and inadequate for many of the new pulse circuits then under development. Some vertical amplifiers were designed for optimum transient response, but most were not; in addition many did not maintain a consistent response under all conditions of gain setting and signal amplitude. Gain stability was generally mediocre. Some oscilloscopes, but by no means all, had compensated switched input attenuators. Only a few had constant input characteristics, a necessity for achieving consistent response when using frequency-compensated voltage divider probes. Most vertical systems were single trace with the notable exception of the Cossor dual-beam oscilloscopes which had become available shortly before WW11.

Most TIMEBASES had evolved beyond gas-filled tubes and simple RC-charging circuits. Many were based on Puckle's design. This covered a sufficient range of speeds, were adequately linear but not very accurate. Nearly all timebases were free running and used synchronization to achieve a stationary display, making the oscilloscopes in which they were used most suited to displaying fairly simple repetitive waveforms. Synchronization had two other drawbacks: quite frequent adjustments were necessary to maintain a steady picture and single shot operation was not possible.

CRTs had improved. Many oscilloscopes used simple post-accelerator types, such as the 13cm 5BP1. As mentioned above, some Cossor oscilloscopes used a split-beam tube which provided for two vertical channels with common horizontal deflection plates, thus enabling a comparison to be made between two time related signals. All CRTs had rounded faceplates and external graticules, making it difficult to make precise direct measurements from the screen.

Some POWER SUPPLIES were starting to be regulated, but only for the most critical circuits.

IN SUMMARY, with a typical high quality oscilloscope of the time, even with a skilled operator, it was difficult to make consistent measurements to an accuracy of better than perhaps 10 to 20% over the bandwidth and sensitivity range which the oscilloscope covered unless substitution techniques were used.

We will now outline in some detail the improvements made between 1945 and 1955, by which time it might be said that the analog oscilloscope was fully defined. By 1955 the characteristics and modes of operation of oscilloscopes had become far more standardized. Thus the Tektronix 545, a widely sold, high performance,
laboratory oscilloscope can be conveniently used as an example for comparison with the earlier instruments. The chart, fig 4.1, compares the major characteristics of typical oscilloscopes available in 1945 with those of the Tektronix type 545 of 1955.

From the chart it can be seen that by 1955 nearly every characteristic had been improved, most by a considerable amount. In fact, until the recent rise of digitizing oscilloscopes, nearly all the basic improvements needed to build a foundation for over two decades of subsequent development were made during the decade from the mid 1940s to the mid 1950s. To achieve these improvements required advances on several fronts, many of which interacted with each other. Specifically, the following had to be done:

1. Gain a better understanding of the present and probable future measurement needs of oscilloscope users. This knowledge could then be used as a basis for setting the goals for the performance and ergonomics of future oscilloscopes.

2. Suitably apply many of the circuit innovations which had been developed during WWII, particularly those from radar.

3. When necessary, invent solutions to previously-unsolved technical problems.

4. Gain a better understanding of the second-order defects of the then-available components. Once identified and quantified it was nearly always possible to reduce these defects by using superior circuit design techniques.

5. Use the best available components and, when necessary, improve them. Develop new ones as needed.

In many cases, the most important single contributing factor was the imagination of the design engineers concerned. The modern concept of marketing, which encompasses many activities ranging from long-term business planning through product definition and on to sales, hardly existed in the electronic instrument industry. It was the design engineers who best understood what was needed by the customers and how to solve the design problems which this need created. This process was helped considerably by the fact that the circuit designers themselves were in critical need of superior oscilloscopes to help them check out the operation of the circuits they had designed. An almost ideal situation for a guaranteed understanding of the marketplace!

A surge of innovation in a particular field is often triggered (to use a suitable metaphor) by one person. If there is one man who can be called the father of the modern cathode ray oscilloscope that man was Howard Vollum, Fig 4.2, [4.1]. He graduated in Physics from Reed College in Portland, Oregon, shortly before WW II and in 1940 joined the US Army Signal Corps. While a student he had already made his own oscilloscope. For most of the war he worked in England on the design of radiolocation (now radar) equipment and thus became familiar with the new circuit techniques which had been developed for radar before and during the war. Tektronix was founded in 1946 with Vollum as the Chief Engineer and President.

Vollum's prime contribution was his realization in the late 1940s that the rapidly growing electronics industry needed a much improved oscilloscope and that this could be designed and sold at a reasonable price using many of the new circuit techniques with which he was familiar. The first Tektronix oscilloscope, the 511, was introduced in 1947 and was immediately successful. It had a much improved vertical system with a bandwidth of 10MHz (although still AC coupled), optimized transient response and a triggered timebase. It was followed within three years by the 513D, incorporating many improvements including a direct coupled amplifier of 20MHz bandwidth, a delay line and a CRT operating at 12kV overall. The 15MHz 535, introduced in 1954, was the first plug-in oscilloscope and became the standard basic design upon which further performance
improvements were built. The 545, introduced a year later, increased the available bandwidth to 30 MHz, but otherwise was almost identical to the 535. Fig 4.3 is a photograph of the 545.

The 545 is used as a basis of comparison with the earlier instruments since by 1955 the block diagram and many of the design details of high performance laboratory oscilloscopes had stabilized to a considerable extent and thus a typical popular model is suitable for this purpose. The changes from 1945 were extensive. In addition to a considerable improvement in performance the block diagram of the 545, particularly in the horizontal, was far more complex. Despite these changes, the 545 was significantly easier to use than older instruments. There follows an outline of the techniques used in the design of the 545; a far more detailed description is found in [4.2].

VERTICAL SYSTEM

Vertical Input Circuits and Probes

Because of the considerable increase in the speed of electronic circuitry and of the oscilloscopes used to observe their waveforms, new passive voltage divider probes were developed to transfer the signals from the circuits under test to the vertical amplifier inputs. The probe and vertical input together form a frequency compensated divider. It was thus essential that the input impedance of the oscilloscope vertical inputs remain constant under all operating conditions. Input circuits employed a switched high impedance frequency compensated attenuator feeding a cathode follower vertical input tube. Short wiring and the use of small resistors minimized ringing in the input circuits.

The cable from the probe to oscilloscope input is not terminated in the characteristic impedance of the cable, which normally would have resulted in reflections, and hence distortion of the system step and frequency responses. This effect is negligible, with typical probe cable lengths, below 10MHz but becomes noticeable at about 30MHz and above. The reflections were eliminated by incorporating a suitable resistive inner conductor in the probe cable as described in a patent by J.R. Kobbe and W.J. Polits [4.3].

Amplifiers

Amplifiers comprise the heart of the vertical system. To achieve stable gain and low drift in direct coupled amplifiers required using the long-tailed pair configuration first described in Chapter 3. This configuration requires push-pull operation which has the additional advantages of rejecting common-mode unwanted interfering signals, reducing non-linear distortion and providing a balanced drive to the CRT. Because bandwidths were pushed to the maximum it was normally not possible to use negative feedback to improve linearity and frequency response except, perhaps, within one stage.

To obtain maximum bandwidth the currently highest mutual conductance vacuum tubes were, of course, used. In addition, bandwidth was further increased by incorporating already well-understood passive peaking networks. In particular the 'T-coil', a form of an m-derived filter section, giving a gain in bandwidth of about three times over no peaking, was used extensively. The Tektronix 545 used a 6-stage push-pull distributed amplifier as the final CRT driver. A consistent step response was obtained as a result of the inherently high linearity of the amplifiers and of designs whose response was primarily determined by passive elements or components. An increasing proportion of users were displaying non-sinusoidal waveforms and thus oscilloscope vertical system response was now designed to display a clean step with zero overshoot when driven by a very fast step input. Many older instruments, optimized for maximum bandwidth, had displayed an undesirable overshoot from a fast step input.

Dual-Trace Operation
As previously mentioned, except for the Cossor dual-beam oscilloscopes, most earlier instruments were single channel. There was an outstanding need by users to be able to compare two signals, with the result that by 1955 dual-trace vertical systems began to predominate. These systems were designed to minimize transfer response differences between the two vertical channels so that more accurate time and amplitude comparisons could be made between the waveforms displayed on the CRT screen. Refer also to the Dual-Trace Versus Dual-Beam Oscilloscope discussion below.

Signal Delay

A triggered timebase was now standard. In order to display the event triggering the timebase, it was necessary to delay the vertical signal long enough to allow the timebase to get started and up to its calibrated speed before the vertical signal reached the deflection plates of the CRT. This was done by inserting a delay line in the vertical system and picking off the triggering signal before it. In the 545 the delay line followed the vertical output stage and consisted of a lumped/distributed network of many stages of T-coils.

In summary, it required a combination of the best available amplifier configurations and passive wideband networks to produce wideband amplifiers of excellent precision and consistency. Generally, the most suitable of existing components were used but sometimes these were inadequate. For example, special resistors providing a unique combination of high power dissipation and suitable high frequency characteristics had to be developed.

Horizontal System

fig 4.4 is a block diagram of the horizontal system of a typical 1945 oscilloscope and fig 4.5 that of the 545. The 545 timebase system was far more complex and provided higher performance, greater flexibility and increased ease of use.

Triggering

Essentially all 1945 oscilloscopes had a free running synchronizable timebase. Such oscilloscopes required more or less constant adjustment in order to keep a steady picture if the amplitude or frequency of the input waveform varied. In addition they were only capable of proper synchronization with simple repetitive waveforms. By 1955 all high performance oscilloscopes incorporated a triggered timebase. The idea of a triggered timebase was quite old but had seldom been applied to general purpose oscilloscopes before WW11. It had been used in types specialized for transient observation and, of course, was used exclusively in radar where the "A" scan (a linear timebase used for range measurement) is started each time a pulse is transmitted. Triggering, as compared to synchronizing, is superior in several ways: it is far less sensitive to variations in frequency and amplitude, it allows satisfactory observation of complex waveforms, it can give the user a choice of the signal polarity and slope used to trigger the timebase, and it makes the oscilloscope considerably easier to use. The change in triggering was perhaps the single most important advance during these years.

A comparison of the two block diagrams shows that none of the triggering circuitry existed in the earlier oscilloscope. The complete triggering system in the 545 incorporated an input comparator fed with a sample of the vertical signal followed by a fast pulse generator the output of which fed a very fast standardized pulse to the sweep gate of the timebase generator. The input comparator utilized a long-tailed pair and the pulse generator a Schmitt trigger, both invented many years previously. The flexible input choices, now standard, merely required an understanding of what would be most useful for the users; no new techniques were needed.

Sweep Generator
The 'hard tube' sweep generator used in the best 1945 vintage oscilloscopes were generally based on Puckle's original design, already described. Although this gave a large amplitude sawtooth waveform capable of high repetition rates, it lacked precision since it relied on the output impedance of a pentode as the source of charging current. It was normally free-running and thus inferior to a triggered system, as mentioned above.

Referring to the upper portion of fig 4.5, A (main) timebase, the 545 sweep generator system can be seen to comprise the sweep generator itself along with a hold-off circuit and a sweep gate. This circuit was the subject of a patent issued to R.L. Ropiequet in 1955 [4.4]. The system operates as follows, starting at a point when the sweep generator is ready to be triggered: a trigger pulse is received and rapidly switches the sweep gate, this in turn releases the sweep generator which produces a linearly increasing voltage which is fed to the horizontal amplifier and the CRT. At sweep end, the sweep gate is again switched and causes the sweep to retrace but the gate cannot accept a trigger pulse until the hold-off time has elapsed by which time the sweep generator has recovered and is ready to be started again. By 1950 the Miller Integrator circuit was almost universally used in oscilloscope sweep generators and provided superior accuracy and linearity. A sweep start stabilization circuit, patented in 1956 by R. L Ropiequet [4.5], was added to ensure that the sweep generator always started from a predictable voltage and without a step at the sweep start.

Delayed Sweep

There was an ongoing need in electronics to be able to resolve greater detail in the time dimension than that provided by available oscilloscope timebases. This need had existed for some years in the television industry and grew further as a result of an increase in the use of pulse techniques in other branches of electronics. The answer was to add a second (‘delaying’) sweep generator to the timebase system which enabled the user to gain an improvement of over 1000 times in time resolution as well as some improvement in time measurement accuracy.

Referring again to the block diagram, Fig 4.5, the delaying sweep, when in use, operates as follows: the trigger signal from the vertical now goes to the B trigger generator and is used to start the B (delaying) sweep. After a time period determined by a combination of the time/div setting of B sweep and the voltage set on the delay time multiplier potentiometer a gate is generated and fed to the main sweep generator (with switch D at the 'A delayed by B' position). The main sweep now runs, generally at a higher speed, and thus a time magnified delayed portion of the vertical signal is displayed. Other operating modes were also provided. The technique of employing two sweep generators was used in Radar in WW11 to improve range accuracy and ease of use. Some oscilloscopes produced towards the end of the war, such as the Dumont 248, incorporated delayed sweeps of limited range [4.6]. The Tektronix 535, introduced in 1954, had a delayed sweep covering a complete range of delay time.

Z-Axis Amplifier

In 1945 oscilloscopes generally relied on a rapid flyback of the timebase sawtooth waveform to dim the returning spot. An improvement, sometimes used, was to AC-couple a blanking pulse of suitable polarity to the CRT grid or cathode during the flyback time. With a triggered system a direct coupled unblanking system is essential so that no spot is visible whilst the timebase is waiting for a trigger (which may be of any duration) and to ensure that the retrace is never seen. The waveform for this is easily obtained from the sweep gate as it switches coincidently with the sweep generator running. Coupling this waveform, without distortion, to the CRT cathode, typically held at -1 to -2kV relative to ground, presented a problem. The most common solution, used in the 545 and many later oscilloscopes, was to add a second bifilar wound winding to the high voltage transformer supplying the CRT cathode. A patent filed in 1953 by J.R. Kobbe provides details [4.7]. The unblanking pulse was connected to the 'low' end of this winding. The voltage of this winding tracked that of the main cathode winding and thus accurately translated the blanking pulse to
the CRT grid. Other methods including a gated RF oscillator transformer coupled to a rectifier in the CRT grid-cathode circuit have also been used.

Cathode Ray Tubes

The CRTs used in oscilloscopes were considerably improved during this period. The requirement for direct calibration on the CRT faceplate meant that the characteristics of all the components between the oscilloscope input and the final display had to be well controlled and consistent, including those of the CRT. In addition, as speeds increased the trace intensity had to increase so that low repetition rate signals and single events could be satisfactorily seen or photographed. Finally, higher bandwidths required increased CRT deflection sensitivities so that the deflector systems could be satisfactorily driven by the vertical and horizontal amplifiers. For a given design of CRT there is a direct trade-off between deflection sensitivity, spot size and beam current. Hence, to improve all three characteristics simultaneously required new techniques plus the ability to manufacture to very close tolerances.

Several design and manufacturing improvements were needed to achieve the required CRT performance. These included longer & accurately shaped deflection plates located with great precision so as to be as close to the beam as possible and the use of post deflection acceleration (PDA) with graded field to ensure high screen voltage, good linearity and small spot size. Higher overall accelerating voltages required that the CRT screen be aluminized to reduce the susceptibility to phosphor burning. Aluminizing itself increases light output provided that sufficient PDA voltage is applied. By these means CRT performance was increased by several times. To reduce errors of observation, curved faceplates were replaced by flat ones.

Because such improvements were vital to the progress of oscilloscope design the larger manufacturers in the U.S., Tektronix & Hewlett Packard, each decided to design and manufacture their own CRTs. The older oscilloscope manufacturers such as Dumont and RCA in the US, and Philips and Cossor in Europe, had manufactured their own tubes for many years.

Calibrator

Originally, because of the poor accuracy of the vertical systems of oscilloscopes, some incorporated a relatively accurate source of voltage, often a variable amplitude sine wave or square wave. The user could then compare the amplitude of the signal being displayed with that from the calibrator and, within limitations of frequency response and linearity, improve the accuracy of voltage measurement. It was better than nothing, but tedious to use. By 1955 oscilloscopes were capable of much higher measurement accuracy, in both voltage and time. The calibrator lived on however, although its purpose changed. It also became almost standardized as a 1kHz square wave and it was now used to provide an accurate amplitude signal for checking or fine adjustment of the vertical system's calibration and also to adjust the frequency compensation of the passive probes now becoming standard for signal acquisition.

Power Supplies

In 1955 most higher performance oscilloscopes incorporated stabilized power supplies for all circuits except for the heaters of non-critical vacuum tubes. This ensured that the measurement accuracy of the oscilloscope was unaffected by variations in both supply voltage and internal loads during operation. Standard series regulators were used for all lower voltages. Some lower cost oscilloscopes dispensed with regulated supplies and relied on special circuits to compensate for line voltage variations.

High voltages for the CRT were generated by a variety of methods. Earlier instruments, with lower voltage CRTs, generally used non-regulated line operated power supplies. Using such supplies to generate the higher voltages required by the improved PDA tubes would result in the supplies becoming heavy, expensive and potentially lethal. Thus the 545 used a 50KHz oscillator with a step-up transformer and voltage multiplier rectifier system to generate the -1.35kV cathode voltage and the +8.65kV post accelerator voltages needed for
correct CRT operation. The CRT cathode potential was stabilized by feeding back a portion of the high
voltage after rectification to control the oscillator amplitude.

Dual-Trace Versus Dual-B Oscilloscopes

Many oscilloscope applications require the comparison of two, or sometimes more, time-related waveforms.
In most, but not all cases, either a dual-trace or a dual-beam oscilloscope can be used. A dual-beam
oscilloscope has several disadvantages. It is expensive, since two complete vertical amplifier systems are
required and because the CRT is more complex. In addition, it is difficult to achieve a good match of transfer
response between two independent amplifier systems. By comparison, a dual-trace oscilloscope cannot be
used to observe (or photograph) two simultaneous high-speed transient events but, except for this deficiency,
it is lower in cost and can achieve a considerably better transfer response match.

At the start of this period dual-beam oscilloscopes were generally favored for the simultaneous observation of
two waveforms. There were several reasons for this. Vertical amplifiers were simple and hence duplication
was relatively inexpensive. The Cossor split-beam CRT was also quite simple and of adequate performance
for the time. Finally, suitable time-switching circuitry for dual-trace operation had not been fully developed.
By 1955 vertical amplifiers were far more complex, the design compromises inherent in the split-beam CRT
made it incapable of providing high enough performance and improved dual-trace switching systems had been
developed. The latter incorporated a choice of alternate sweep or chopped channel switching, making them
usable at all timebase speeds. Over a period of time, dual-trace oscilloscopes became predominant in the
market because they met the needs of the majority of users at relatively low extra cost. Dual-beam
oscilloscopes continued to be used mainly by those for whom their unique capabilities were essential.

The Plug-in Concept

It has always been a problem for the electronic instrument designer to decide exactly what capabilities to
provide in a given instrument. There are inevitable trade-offs between various performance capabilities, some
merely involving cost but others ordained by the laws of physics. As an example, other things being equal, an
increase in the bandwidth of an amplifier inevitably causes a corresponding increase in noise generated in the
amplifier and also increases the cost. Oscilloscope users differ greatly in their needs, particularly regarding the
characteristics of the vertical deflection system. There are really only two ways of meeting this range of
needs: either design and produce a wide range of instruments or produce fewer 'main frames' and vary the
characteristics of the vertical system by providing a choice of interchangeable 'front ends', now referred to as
'plug-ins'.

In the 1950s oscilloscopes were becoming considerably more complex, but much of this increased
complexity, for instance in the horizontal system, was common to all instruments. It thus made sense to
manufacture fewer types of mainframe and allow the customer to decide, either at the time of purchase or
later, which type of vertical input amplifier was needed. As previously mentioned, the Tektronix 530-Series
were introduced in 1954 and were the first of many oscilloscopes to incorporate a vertical plug-in, although
the plug-in idea itself was not new. At that time, gain and bandwidth were more difficult to achieve than is
now the case and a simultaneous increase in both was quite expensive. Thus several plug in units were made
available allowing the customer to choose between, for example, the highest possible performance single
channel plug-in (expensive) or a lower performance unit (cheaper). Other plug-in types provided were dual
trace, differential input and very high gain AC-coupled.

The plug-in concept survives to this day and has, in fact, been augmented. In the early 1960s Hewlett-
Packard, Tektronix and other manufacturers added plug-in timebase systems. These allowed users to choose
at the time of purchase, or later, the characteristics of their oscilloscope's horizontal system.
Later, in 1969, Tektronix introduced the 7000-series which had two plug-ins in each axis. In the vertical this allowed dual trace operation using amplifiers of differing characteristics. It also provided for versatile X-Y operation. For example, the mainframe could be easily converted to a sampling oscilloscope by inserting a suitable pair of plug-ins.

In general, for a given capability, plug-in oscilloscopes tend to be larger, heavier and more expensive than non-plug-in types. Because of the trade-offs involved, both types continue in the marketplace.
CHAPTER 5  1955-1980

The previous period saw the transformation of the oscilloscope into a reliable and relatively easy to use measuring instrument. A more diverse set of forces now influenced its further development, these are discussed below under the headings - User Needs, Component Advances and Competition.

User Needs

This period, 1955 to 1980, with the exception of some short business downturns, was one of almost continuous growth in the electronics industry. Electronics continued to expand into new areas and even helped to create new businesses. Transistors had made computers commercially viable and triggered the rapid growth of that industry. Defense expenditures for electronics in both the US and Europe further increased. In many industrial applications, electronics increasingly displaced previous methods of control. In the consumer market, the use of semiconductors broadened the range of available products and made possible considerable improvements in their cost and performance.

The electronics measurement industry as a whole, and oscilloscopes in particular, benefited from this surge in the use of electronics. By the early 1960s the oscilloscope had become the single most essential electronic measuring instrument with greater sales than any other type. World sales of oscilloscopes, from 1969 through 1980, are shown in Fig 5.1.

Before 1955 the predominant use of oscilloscopes was in the design of electronic equipment. Although some were used as an aid in the maintenance and repair of electrical and electronic equipment, applications were limited because in many cases the oscilloscope was required to be carried to the repair site and high performance portable oscilloscopes did not then exist.

In the early 1960s there was a growing demand by the major computer manufacturers for oscilloscopes suitable for computer maintenance and portable enough to be easily carried between sites. The performance of such oscilloscopes had to approach that of currently available laboratory oscilloscopes. At this time, the same high performance, low-cost semiconductors that had caused the great expansion of the electronics industry also enabled high performance, highly portable oscilloscopes of moderate cost to be developed. This new breed of portable oscilloscopes, although specifically designed for computer service, found wide application in many other areas.

Other smaller markets expanded too. The education market required moderate performance and lowest possible price. At the opposite extreme was the nuclear physics market, where the ultimate in high speed performance combined with the need to record detailed waveforms of transient events was required.

Component Advances

In the electronics industry, in particular, the advent of new or improved components acts as a spur to the development of new or improved products. In the late 1950s germanium transistors and diodes made it possible to design small portable oscilloscopes of relatively modest performance. A representative instrument, the Tektronix 321, introduced in 1960, had a bandwidth of 5MHz, weighed 10lbs. and could run for 4 hours on rechargeable batteries. By 1963 high speed silicon transistors became available at a competitive price. They were superior in almost every respect to their germanium predecessors and rapidly replaced them, as well as vacuum tubes, in all instruments. By 1967 silicon transistors and diodes had completely displaced vacuum tubes in new designs and enabled advances in performance and reductions in size and power consumption to be achieved. Later, the use of silicon integrated circuits resulted in further increased performance.
Improvements in cathode ray tubes for oscilloscopes, particularly storage tubes, were continuous with most improvements being carried out by the major oscilloscope manufacturers themselves - refer to the CRT section.

Competition

By 1960 considerable competition existed in the rapidly growing oscilloscope market and international trade was becoming significant. In the US, Tektronix, founded in 1946, grew rapidly and soon threatened the existing older suppliers. Hewlett-Packard, an existing instrument manufacturer, entered the oscilloscope market a little later. Newcomers such as Solartron joined the market in Europe. As is usual under these circumstances, the total effect was to spur innovation and increase the speed of new product introduction. A more complete outline of the history of competition during these two decades is given at the end.

IN SUMMARY

The three forces outlined above caused manufacturers to increase the performance of their instruments and simultaneously produce a wider variety of somewhat specialized oscilloscopes. Because of these trends, oscilloscope types will now be divided into four broad categories as follows:

1. High performance general purpose laboratory oscilloscopes primarily used in testing new electronic equipment designs.
2. Portable oscilloscopes primarily designed for the field service of electronic equipment, particularly computers.
3. Low priced oscilloscopes, produced for those requiring neither the highest performance nor the greatest portability.
4. Special purpose types such as CRT storage, sampling and extremely high speed transient recording oscilloscopes.

HIGH PERFORMANCE GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY OSCILLOSCOPES

In most cases, oscilloscopes designed for laboratory use led the way in increased performance. Thus, most of the advances described in this section were also applied to all oscilloscopes and their descriptions will not be repeated under each type.

Vertical Amplifiers

Oscilloscopes are, of course, of most value for observing complex electrical waveforms - after all, one sine wave looks much like another whatever its frequency. In order to make a valid measurement of risetime, the risetime of an oscilloscope vertical system, including the CRT, has to be significantly less than that of the signal being observed, although some correction is possible if the oscilloscope risetime is known. (See Fig 5.2 Measurement Error due to Scope's Risetime)

Oscilloscope bandwidth and risetime are approximately related by the equation:

\[ \text{Risetime} = \frac{350}{\text{Bandwidth}}. \]

Where the risetime is in ns and the bandwidth in MHz

In 1955 an oscilloscope with a 30MHz bandwidth (equivalent to a risetime of about 12ns) was adequate for most applications although a few specialized higher bandwidth models were made. By 1965 small-signal silicon transistors with switching times of under 10ns were becoming readily available. Thus it was necessary to reduce oscilloscope risetimes in order to observe details of the waveforms generated when these
transistors were used at their limiting speeds. Although in practice most users, most of the time, do not use an oscilloscope to its maximum bandwidth capability there are nearly always a few measurements that do require the highest speed response. Thus rise time (or equivalent bandwidth) is, and remains, the most important criterion in the comparison of oscilloscope performance. Fig 5.3 shows a graph of the bandwidth of the fastest available general purpose laboratory oscilloscopes versus time.

The steady increase in bandwidth over time, illustrated above, required advances in nearly all aspects of oscilloscope design, but most particularly in vertical amplifiers and CRTs. There now follows an outline of the techniques and components used to achieve ever increasing vertical system speed in the oscilloscopes shown in fig 5.3. CRT advances are described in more detail in a later section.

The 85MHz Tektronix 581/585, introduced in 1960, used circuits and components similar to the 545. Its distributed vertical output amplifier drove, via a specially wound delay line, a graded field post deflection accelerator CRT with distributed deflection plates. This was the first use of a CRT with distributed deflection plates in a general purpose oscilloscope. It had a single trace plug-in with an attached cathode-follower probe. By 1962 it had gained a dual-trace plug-in with a more standard type of input circuit: the plug in used a mixture of vacuum tubes and high speed germanium transistors.

In 1964 the next step was taken by the 100MHz Fairchild Dumont 765, using high speed silicon transistors throughout driving a mesh expansion CRT. It was the first all solid state high performance oscilloscope using silicon transistors. It was significantly smaller than the 580-series. The 150MHz Tektronix 454 arrived in 1967 using components similar to the Fairchild Dumont instrument. In 1969 Hewlett-Packard took the race to 250MHz utilizing custom made small scale silicon integrated circuits for each amplifying stage [5.1]. The 500MHz Tektronix 7904 (1972) and the later 1GHz 7104 (1979) continued to use custom silicon integrated circuits but the 7104 made use of an electron multiplier CRT to give a large step forward in brightness combined with high deflection sensitivity. This was the first use in a general purpose oscilloscope and made it possible to see or easily photograph a single shot event at the highest sweep speed of 200ps/division.

Although ever higher speeds were the major goal of oscilloscope manufacturers, there were improvements at the other end of the spectrum. Low bandwidth oscilloscopes with deflection factors to 100 microvolts/cm, direct coupled, and 10 microvolts/cm, AC coupled, were available by the start of this period. Common applications for these instruments were for measurements in mechanical engineering and biology, often using transducers. In addition to higher speed and greater sensitivity there was some need for higher accuracy and resolution. So-called slideback techniques were well known and were adopted in some oscilloscope vertical amplifier plug-ins. An early example was the Tektronix Z Unit plug-in of 1960. Using an accurate built-in source for slideback voltage it was capable of increasing waveform voltage measurement accuracy by a factor of about 10 to a few 1/10ths of 1% and resolution by up to 1,000 times. Of course, its bandwidth was considerably less than the maximum available with standard amplifiers.

Horizontal Systems

Advances in the speed of triggering were badly needed in the early 1960s. The vacuum tube Schmitt trigger circuits of 1955 were only effective to about 5MHz, above which synchronizing with all of its disadvantages was the only way of achieving a steady display. In 1962 germanium tunnel diodes started to be incorporated for both triggering and sweep gate applications. They made possible triggering to the full vertical bandwidth of the highest speed oscilloscopes. Originally hailed as the answer to the computer manufacturer's prayer for a higher speed switching device they soon lost out to the new silicon switching transistor which had the great advantage of input/output isolation. Nevertheless, because of their extremely high switching speeds, tunnel diodes lived on for several years as the preferred trigger generator in oscilloscopes. Later they were replaced by very high speed silicon integrated circuits.
Even with the change-over to a triggered timebase in the 1950s, satisfactorily setting up the triggering and timebase controls for the desired display probably remained the single most difficult aspect of oscilloscope use. Thus, providing effective automatic, (as opposed to manually adjusted) triggering has always been a highly desirable goal. Manually adjusted triggering will always be required particularly where a precise triggering point on a complex waveform is needed, but the aim was to reduce the frequency of its need as much as possible.

In 1955, the standard automatic triggering mode ran the timebase at a very low repetition rate (typically about 50Hz) and switched the trigger comparator to centered AC coupling. The result was that, in the absence of an incoming signal, a baseline was displayed on the CRT which, however, became progressively less bright as the operator switched to higher sweep speeds, and tended to disappear completely at the highest speeds. In addition, the centered AC coupled triggering was very sensitive and, when a complex signal was applied, often resulted in a confusing display as the sweep was liable to be successively triggered on different parts of the incoming waveform. Of course, the user could always switch to manual operation, but this is exactly what an automatic mode attempts to avoid as much as possible.

During the 1960s two improvements helped make the automatic triggering mode considerably more effective. The first was the incorporation of the so-called "bright line auto" patented in 1962 by O. Dalton [5.2]. Here, in the absence of a triggering signal the timebase ran at its maximum repetition rate thus providing a bright reference line at all sweep speeds. On receipt of a triggering signal the timebase automatically switched to triggered operation. The second improvement was the addition of peak-to-peak automatic level. Here a circuit sensed the peak to peak value of the incoming signal and adjusted the triggering level accordingly. These two techniques were combined with the result that there were considerably fewer circumstances under which the user had to revert to manual adjustment of the oscilloscope's triggering controls either because it appeared to be not triggered (because the trace was too dim) or because it triggered improperly.

Timebase speeds kept up with the advances in vertical system bandwidths. Sweep generators changed to the use of transistors and then integrated circuits at the same time as elsewhere in oscilloscopes. Timebases contain a considerable amount of high speed switching circuitry and thus were an early candidate for using digital integrated circuits.

Two more major advances affecting the ease of use of oscilloscope horizontal display systems were made over the years. The first was the introduction of the wide range sweep magnifier. Until 1956 it was almost standard to provide for a horizontal magnification of 5 times, chiefly because that amount of gain was just possible in a single stage vacuum tube horizontal amplifier. At this date Hewlett-Packard introduced a wide-range magnifier with gain switchable in a 1-5-10 sequence to 100 times. This increased the convenience of use by enabling the observer to rapidly expand, in time, any selected portion of the displayed waveform for more detailed study.

The second major ergonomic advance applied only to oscilloscopes employing a delaying sweep system. As initially implemented, and as described for the 545, a separate delaying sweep generator was switched in when needed, making for a rather complex change in operation as both the new (delaying) sweep generator and its triggering generally required readjustment of their controls. In 1962, in the Tektronix 3B1 timebase plug-in, the main timebase was also used as the delaying timebase; now, selecting the delaying sweep mode merely required operating a single selector switch and no other control adjustments. This technique was incorporated in most subsequent oscilloscope designs and resulted in the much wider use of the delaying sweep system because most users had avoided using it, except when absolutely essential, simply because it was too awkward.

Cathode Ray Tubes
As previously mentioned, CRT performance was improved considerably during the 1955 to 1980 period. The type 545 oscilloscope of 1955 used a graded field post-deflection accelerator (PDA) CRT giving good linearity, high writing speed and a small spot size, but the vertical scan was only 4cm. and the tube was quite long. It required a distributed amplifier of considerable power to drive it. Several improvements were needed: 6 or 8cm. of vertical scan was obviously desirable particularly as dual trace oscilloscopes were becoming standard; higher sensitivity was required since the early high speed transistors could not produce as much driving voltage as vacuum tubes; higher speeds meant that higher writing speeds were required: portable instruments, in particular, required shorter CRTs. The largest single step towards meeting these requirements was the placing of a fine domed mesh directly after the final deflection plates. The mesh shielded the deflection plates from the post accelerator field which, in non-mesh tubes, had reduced the deflection sensitivity of the CRT. In addition, by carefully shaping the mesh the deflection sensitivity could be still further improved although at the expense of an increase in spot size. The idea of incorporating a mesh in a PDA tube was quite old but its practical implementation was probably delayed by the problems of fabricating a satisfactory mesh and the lack of an overriding need.

This technique was first used in a commercially available oscilloscope by Hewlett Packard in 1961. The mesh CRT provided 6cm. of vertical deflection and was sensitive enough to achieve a 50MHz bandwidth when driven by a pair of low power triodes. By the late 1960s mesh tubes, or variations using a frame grid, became standard in all higher bandwidth instruments.

Above about 50MHz, in a typical CRT, the time taken for the electrons to pass the vertical deflection plates begins to become significant part of a cycle of the driving signal. This transit time effect places an upper limit on the bandwidth achievable with a given design of deflector system. A CRT's vertical bandwidth may be extended by dividing the deflection plates into a number of smaller segments connected by delay lines designed such that the vertical signal travels at the same speed as the electrons in the beam. A full description of the theory and an early example were described by J.R. Pierce in 1949 [5.3]. The first use of such a CRT in a general purpose oscilloscope was in the 581/585, introduced by Tektronix in 1959.

By 1960 flat faced CRTS were standard but used external graticules leading to the possibility of parallax error by the user. In 1961 CRTs with internal graticules were introduced. Two types were made, those with lines which could be lit and those with dark lines. Both types eliminated parallax errors and both could be satisfactorily seen and photographed (the dark type required illumination of the phosphor for this purpose). Thereafter internal graticules rapidly became standard in all but the lowest cost instruments.

Portable Oscilloscopes

As explained previously, there was a rapidly growing need during the early 1960s for oscilloscopes optimized for use in the on-site maintenance and repair of electronic equipment - particularly the large computers then going into many businesses.

The advances made in laboratory oscilloscopes were applied to the portable oscilloscopes designed for the service market but with several additional constraints. Specifically, service instruments had to be light in weight, of suitable shape for carrying, and capable of standing up to rough handling and more extreme environments.

In 1964 Tektronix introduced the 422 15MHz dual trace oscilloscope, the first of a series of instruments with new packaging for easy carrying and with the ability to withstand mishandling and environmental extremes. It weighed less than 20lb. and could be battery operated. It was followed, later in 1965 by the mechanically similar 453, a 50MHz dual trace delaying sweep oscilloscope specifically designed for computer service [5.4]. Both were highly successful and helped to expand the oscilloscope market considerably. Similar
oscilloscopes followed from many manufacturers so that by 1980 a whole family existed ranging up to bandwidths of 350MHz which, within their fixed configuration limitation, competed quite strongly with plug-in laboratory oscilloscopes.

Low Priced Oscilloscopes

Many users did not need the bandwidth or general performance of the most advanced laboratory or portable oscilloscopes and did not wish to pay for them either. After WWII a large number of companies, mostly small, started to produce a range of oscilloscopes suited for such applications as the service of industrial and consumer electronic equipment, teaching undergraduate electronics, amateur radio and so on. Initially these oscilloscopes used vacuum tubes but as the price of high performance silicon transistors tumbled in the late 1960s it became possible to produce oscilloscopes of moderate performance at considerably lower cost than before. As an example, Telequipment in England was founded in 1952 and by 1965 supplied many types ranging up to a dual beam plug-in oscilloscope with a maximum bandwidth of 50MHz.

Special Purpose Oscilloscopes

The three categories of oscilloscopes described above could all be described as 'general purpose' in that in their design no one aspect of performance was emphasized to the exclusion of any other. The three types covered here were designed to optimize one particular type of characteristic and did so, generally, by compromising some of the standard features of most oscilloscopes. In addition, they tended to be relatively expensive.

Storage Oscilloscopes

A significant minority of measurements are made on transient signals or those of very low repetition rate. It is difficult to see a high speed transient on a conventional oscilloscope, yet alone make a measurement on it. As mentioned earlier, (see Dufour Oscillograph page 4) this problem was solved by using a camera to capture a picture of the transient waveform on film. However, this method required considerable skill and was inconvenient, time consuming and also expensive if a large number of observations were to be made. Storage oscilloscopes were developed to overcome most of the disadvantages associated with the observation or photography of transient waveforms. These oscilloscopes use a special CRT to store the transient waveform for later observation or photography. Several types of storage CRT were developed for a variety of applications, a list of the tubes suitable for direct viewing applications available in 1959 is given in [5.5]

Of the number of different types of storage tubes being developed at this time, two main types became highly successful for oscilloscope use. The oldest was the mesh storage CRT in which a specially coated mesh (the storage target) was placed just behind the phosphor. The regular CRT beam writes on the mesh, leaving a positive charge pattern where the mesh was hit by the electron beam, due to high secondary emission. The mesh storage target is subsequently illuminated by electrons from a uniform low voltage flood gun, the mesh allows transmission of electrons only where the writing gun had struck and thus a trace of the original waveform is produced on the CRT screen. This type of tube was first described by A.V. Haeff in 1947 [5.6] and an improved version by S.T. Smith and H.E. Brown in 1953 [5.7].

Later, in 1960-62 R.H. Anderson developed the bistable phosphor storage CRT [5.8], [5.9]. This tube uses a special storage phosphor in place of the normal phosphor. When this phosphor is struck by the writing beam it acquires a charge pattern corresponding to the writing waveform. Subsequent illumination by a flood gun displays the original waveform. Good descriptions of these CRTs and their operation are found in [5.10].

Both types, with many improvements over time, remained in use beyond 1980, because each had unique advantages. The mesh tube was suitable for use in a variable persistence mode, ideal for observing slowly changing phenomena. The original bi-stable tube was lower in cost (no mesh was needed) and allowed the screen to be divided into two or more sections each of which could be used in a storage or non-storage mode.
Generally two sections were used, allowing, for instance, for a comparison between stored and non-stored waveforms.

A later version of the mesh storage tube described by S.T. Smith and H.E. Brown, called the ‘Memotron’ was used in the Hughes ‘Memo Scope’ storage oscilloscope introduced in 1956. In 1963, Tektronix introduced the 564 using the newly developed bistable direct view storage CRT followed by Hewlett Packard with the 141A in 1966, using a variable persistence mesh CRT. These three instruments were of less than 10MHz bandwidth and none were capable of recording a transient at the risetime of their vertical systems. Nevertheless, there was a waiting market comprising those engaged in making measurements of relatively low speed transient events in, for instance, mechanical equipment or electrical power systems. The ready acceptance of the first storage oscilloscopes caused the makers to rapidly improve the performance of their storage CRTs and the oscilloscopes in which they were used. Writing speed is the main criterion for performance and Fig 5.4 shows the rapid advances made over the period.

Several different types of improvements contributed to increasing storage CRT writing speeds by a factor of 25,000 times between 1964 and 1976. Common to all were electron gun improvements from non-storage CRT development, most of which were applicable to storage CRTs. Storage target materials were refined and their uniformity of deposition, a critical factor, much improved. In the early 1970s T. B. Hutchins and W.T. Templeton patented the “transfer storage tube” [5.11]. In storage CRTs with a single storage target, there was always a compromise between high speed storage capability and subsequent viewing time. The transfer tube used two storage targets, a mesh target optimized for very high speed and a bistable phosphor target optimized for long viewing time. A transient recorded on the high speed target was rapidly transferred electronically to the bistable target and thus its viewing time was much increased. The Tektronix 466 and 7834 used such tubes.

Although more expensive, more complex and more difficult to use than conventional oscilloscopes, storage oscilloscopes sales grew from near zero in 1960 to about 20% of the total oscilloscope market, in dollars, by 1980. By this date, the writing speed of the fastest storage oscilloscopes was sufficient to be capable of capturing most signals generated in commonly used higher speed electronic logic circuitry, an application which accounted for much of the increased use. By 1975, the slower speed CRT storage oscilloscopes were starting to be replaced by digitizing oscilloscopes. Although not significant at that date in terms of sales, the trend was clear and it is safe to assume that digitizing oscilloscopes would, over a period of time, replace CRT storage oscilloscopes.

One other type of storage oscilloscope, one based on a scan-converter tube, has seen limited application in oscilloscopes. Scan converter tubes have a long history in other applications, such as for high speed memory or versatile waveform generation. In a scan-converter oscilloscope the writing beam of the CRT strikes a special target instead of the normally viewed screen. The target consists of an array of memory elements such as small diodes or capacitors, and stores a charge pattern where struck by the beam. The signal is removed after writing the target and the same or another writing beam used to scan the target and detect the charge pattern. The resulting signal may be processed to produce a television-type waveform or it may be digitized and a waveform display reconstructed. In either case a display representing the original waveform can be produced for later observation or recording.

The 7912 scan-converter oscilloscope, using a diode array target, was introduced by Tektronix in 1974. The diodes provided considerable electron gain and the oscilloscope could capture a transient waveform at its highest speed, corresponding to a bandwidth of 500MHz. Its application was limited mainly by its high cost, complexity and limited ability to store slower speed transients.

Sampling Oscilloscopes
The highest bandwidth available in a general purpose oscilloscope in 1960 was 85MHz. This was insufficient for some applications. Sampling techniques as a means of increasing bandwidth were well known by this time and were now utilized to create oscilloscopes having much higher bandwidths. Commercial instruments appeared in the late 1950s in England and the US. By 1959, for example, Lunation Electronics produced a single channel sampling oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 900MHz, a 50 ohm input impedance and a deflection factor of less than 5mV/cm, far outperforming any conventional real time oscilloscope available at that time. The Hewlett-Packard 185A, introduced in 1960 added dual trace capability, high impedance probes and considerably improved ease of use. A paper by R. Carlson and others in 1959 includes historical references and a description of the design of the 185A [5.12].

A sampling oscilloscope makes use of the fact that it is possible to generate much shorter duration pulses than the risetime achievable in a linear amplifier using much the same active elements [5.13]. A very short pulse is used in a gate to sample a portion of the incoming signal. A complete waveform is built up by sampling a different part of the waveform each time it is repeated and then using the sampled data to reconstruct a display of the original waveform. With the sequential sampling technique described above, a signal delay line is required if it is desired to see the actual triggering signal. This represents a difficulty since at high bandwidths delay lines become bulky and also represent a low impedance to the input signal, since the line has to be ahead of the sampling gate with the triggering signal pick-off at its input.

A way around this problem is to use random sampling [5.14]. Here, samples are taken continuously, unsynchronized with the input signal frequency and the waveform is subsequently reconstructed and displayed. The need for a delay line is obviated but, on average, it takes considerably more repetitions of the incoming signal to allow a complete waveform to be reconstructed. The first random sampling plug-in unit, the Tektronix 3T2, was introduced in 1967.

Since their introduction sampling oscilloscopes have advanced in bandwidth, always keeping well ahead of general purpose real time oscilloscopes. (See fig 5.5 Graph of Sampling Scope BW versus time) In spite of their combination of high bandwidth and high sensitivity, sampling oscilloscopes never accounted for more than about 5% percent of the total sales of the oscilloscope market. The main reasons for low sales were that, compared to real time oscilloscopes, sampling oscilloscopes were expensive, somewhat different in their operation, and only useful for observing relatively high repetition rate waveforms. In addition, of course, most users simply did not need the extremely high bandwidth offered.

High Speed Single Transient Recording Oscilloscopes

Until the advent of storage oscilloscopes in 1956 the only method of recording high speed transient waveforms was by photography. As early as 1914 special CRTs had been designed to enable very high speed transient events to be photographically recorded. Later, specially designed oscilloscopes were built for the same purpose since most general purpose types were designed for viewing repetitive waveforms for which high writing speed is unnecessary.

The development of the atomic bomb in WW II, subsequent civil applications and other fields of research in high energy physics, optics and electronics demanded the continued improvement in the performance of these special purpose oscilloscopes. In many cases, signal amplitudes were high and it was possible to design oscilloscopes of very wide bandwidth by routing the signal direct to the CRT deflector plates thus eliminating the loss of bandwidth through a vertical amplifier. The CRT itself was optimized for high sensibility (trace thicknesses per volt of deflecting signal) and high photographic writing speed; the actual vertical deflection was relatively unimportant since the transient waveform was photographed and could be optically enlarged [5.15]. An early CRT using a 50 ohm helical deflection system giving a bandwidth of well over 1000 MHz was described by S.T. Smith, R.V. Talbot & C.H. Smith in 1952 [5.16]. In a 1958 paper
C.N. Winningstad described a complete oscilloscope with a risetime of less than 0.4ns using a commercially available CRT incorporating a travelling wave structure [5.17].

A number of techniques and specialized equipment were used to increase the system writing speed. The camera was equipped with the highest speed lens (to f/1.0) and film (to 10,000 ASA equivalent). Pre-fogging of the film gained a further factor of about 2 in system speed. The results were impressive, by 1960 it was possible to photographically record single-shot events with risetimes of less than 350ps. Early instruments had been developed by the users themselves. The first commercial instruments were developed in the US by EG & G [5.18] and later, Tektronix. Ribet-Desjardins produced a similar oscilloscope in France.

Offshoots

The period of diversification in oscilloscopes was accompanied by the appearance of several specialized instruments using many oscilloscope techniques.

For many years oscilloscopes had been used for displaying the characteristics of passive and active components. Specially designed curve tracers were designed to graphically display the characteristics of vacuum tubes and, later, transistors and other semiconductors. As examples, the 570 vacuum tube curve tracer and 575 transistor curve tracer were introduced by Tektronix in 1955 and 1959 respectively. Both were self-contained and included power supplies for the devices being tested. Semiconductor curve tracers continued to be produced throughout this period.

In medicine, general purpose high sensitivity oscilloscopes had long been used for many applications in research and had begun to see clinical use to indicate blood pressure, heart rate, electrical signals from the brain etc., using transducers for most measurements. In the 1960s specialized monitors were introduced for use in operating rooms, intensive care units etc. to monitor critical body functions. They incorporated special displays, suitable warning facilities and have remained in use ever since but with considerable enhancements using computer technology.

The advent of television had spurred advances in the early oscilloscopes. After WWII television spread rapidly and color was added. Two types of specialized oscilloscopes evolved and are still used by those generating and communicating television signals. Waveform Monitors allow users to measure all critical characteristics of TV waveforms and Vectorscopes provide measurements on chrominance signals.

The method of measuring the electrical characteristics of cables using an interrogating pulse and a display of the resultant reflections had been in use for some time. In 1964 Hewlett-Packard introduced a self-contained time domain reflectometer based on sampling techniques which made measurements on cables and other components considerably more accurate and convenient [5.19]. The 1415A combined a very fast pulse generator with a sampling oscilloscope and had a system risetime of 150pS. When used for making measurements on high speed cables it gave a distance resolution of about 1cm over a maximum distance of about 300 meters. By 1970 reflectometers were available with system risetimes of 35ps and with a corresponding increase in distance resolution.

Two other notable instrument types which grew to considerable importance during this period were spectrum analyzers and logic analyzers, with the former being of considerably greater age. Although bearing a superficial resemblance to oscilloscopes, mainly through the use of a CRT for display, in all other respects they were completely different and met measurement needs for which an oscilloscope was far from suitable.

In the introduction it was noted that digitizing oscilloscopes do not require a cathode ray tube for display, even though many use one, and thus they can hardly be classified as “Cathode Ray Oscilloscopes”. During the 1970s digitizing oscilloscopes began to be introduced. These oscilloscopes enable a wide range of
computer assisted processing to be performed on the digitized waveform and also allow almost unlimited freedom in the display of the results of such processing. Because of these advantages it can be expected that digitizing oscilloscopes will replace both storage and non-storage cathode ray oscilloscopes over a period of time. The length of this period will be governed chiefly by the rate at which the performance of waveform digitizers improves and their costs decrease. Thus the end of the cathode ray oscilloscope can now be foreseen although its death will no doubt be lingering.

Competition in the Industry

As in most technologically-based industries, there was a relatively slow early growing period when markets were small and remained localized to individual countries. Competition between manufacturers was of little significance. This early period had ended for oscilloscopes by about 1960, at which time US companies, in particular, started a serious export drive and began to establish overseas manufacturing plants. By 1970 the world sales of oscilloscopes had grown to about $(US)200M. As the market grew so too did the competition amongst oscilloscope manufacturers. In addition, the competition became international, except for the Soviet Union and its satellite countries.

Immediately after WWII the most advanced oscilloscopes available were probably those made by Cossor in Great Britain and DuMont in the US. Philips, a pioneer in the field, had not yet recovered from the war. In the U.S. the old time suppliers, DuMont and R.C.A., still held the market. During the next decade, however, many new firms entered the fray, some remaining for many years and some disappearing rapidly.

In the U.S., Tektronix started up in 1946, grew rapidly, and by 1960 had become the largest worldwide supplier of oscilloscopes. It maintained this position through 1980, although with increasing difficulty as competition increased, particularly from Japan in the 1970s. In 1955 Hewlett Packard entered the market using its existing strong instrument business base and soon became the second largest supplier. DuMont continued in the business for several years, was purchased by Fairchild and subsequently left the market. In Great Britain, US competition in particular caused a slow but steady loss of market share. In the 50s and 60s several new companies entered the market whilst the older ones gradually declined. Cossor and EMI continued selling scopes for many years, but eventually left the market. Solartron was a notable start-up but declined as Tektronix ascended. Telequipment started in 1952 and was successful for many years by concentrating on lower priced oscilloscopes, it was purchased by Tektronix in 1966 but continued for most of this period to design and market its own line of oscilloscopes.

In the mid to late 60s France was pursuing a general policy of independence from the USA which meant that French manufacturers produced a whole range of oscilloscopes including special purpose high speed types for nuclear research (by Ribet-Desjardins). French oscilloscopes were mainly sold within France and few were exported.

In The Netherlands, Philips did re-enter the oscilloscope market, initially with lower priced products, but expanded into the middle of the market by 1970. It sold oscilloscopes worldwide but has continued to have difficulty in competing effectively in the US against entrenched domestic suppliers, particularly Tektronix.

Germany entered the market late and has never been a significant supplier except for lower priced oscilloscopes made by Hameg.

Many Japanese companies started to make oscilloscopes after the second World War. Most were made by subsidiaries of the large electrical/electronic manufacturers such as Hitachi and Matsushita but smaller companies also contributed. In general, Japanese oscilloscopes were inferior to those produced in the USA until about 1970, and few were exported. After 1970 Japanese oscilloscopes improved considerably with some companies, such as Iwatsu, producing a very complete line except for those of the highest performance
and some special purpose types. Japan now exports significant quantities of, primarily, low to medium priced instruments. Her share of the world market is, however, relatively low when compared with her dominance in the consumer electronics field.

Most other developed countries have a few small, indigenous, oscilloscope firms. In nearly all of these countries, however, large world suppliers such as Tektronix and Hewlett-Packard have established subsidiaries and enjoy the largest share of the market.
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STUDY OF ELECTRICITY IN A VACUUM was a productive field of research in the 19th century. Vacuum tubes employed by some of the investigators are illustrated here. This work culminated in the discovery of X rays by Wilhelm Konrad Röntgen, the invention of the indicator tube by Karl Ferdinand Braun and discovery of the electron by J. J. Thomson.
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**Composite of Typical Oscilloscopes**

**VERTICAL SYSTEM**

- Maximum Bandwidth
  - Up to 5MHz, generally AC coupled
  - DC to 30 MHz

- Deflection Factor
  - At max. bandwidth: Typically 50-200mV/div
  - Stability, repeatability & accuracy: 10-20%
  - 10mV/div
  - Within 3%. Calibrated from input through to CRT graticule

- Other Characteristics
  - Input impedance: Often variable
  - Step response: Not consistent
  - Plug-in input amplifiers: No
  - Dual trace: Rare except with split-beam CRT
  - Specified & constant under all conditions
  - Good, less than about 5% aberrations from a step input
  - Yes, giving flexibility in the choice of performance tradeoffs
  - Yes, with dual trace plug-in using time sharing

**HORIZONTAL SYSTEM**

- Triggering
  - Synchronizing only, single shot not possible
  - Max synchronizing frequency: To full bandwidth
  - Trigger signal conditioning: very little
  - Triggering, but not to full bandwidth.
  - To full bandwidth
  - Full choice available

- Timebase
  - Accuracy: Approximate calibration in frequency
  - Display linearity: Generally worse than 10%
  - at some speeds
  - Range of speeds: Adequate for vertical bandwidth
  - Delayed sweep: Rare and with limited range
  - Calibrated, within 3% except 5% at highest speeds
  - Good; errors within 5% accuracy spec.
  - Adequate for vertical bandwidth
  - Available, increases time resolution by over 1000 times
  - & measurement accuracy by about two times

- CRT
  - Faceplate: 10-13cm. diameter, curved
  - Graticule: External, unlit
  - 13cm. diameter, flat
  - External, with full grid. Variable lighting

- OTHER
  - Calibrator: One voltage, low accuracy
  - Probes: Some have provision
  - 1KHz sq. wave with switchable amplitudes. Accuracy 3%
  - A moderate range of passive divider probes available

---
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Fig 4.4. Simplified Block Diagram of a Typical Oscilloscope Timebase.
FIG 4.5. SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE TYPE 545 OSCILLOSCOPE MEASURE SYSTEM
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(Source: PRIME DATA)
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Fig. 5.4. STORED WRITING SPEED VERSUS YEAR OF INTRODUCTION FOR GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY CRT STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES.
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